CALL FOR APPLICATIONS

Leonardo’s Call for Recruits

Visionary mind wanted

Game changer wanted

Forward-thinker wanted
International call to recruit 68 junior researchers for the new Leonardo labs

Leonardo SpA, the largest multinational high tech company of Italy, worldwide leader in aerospace and defence, is launching the Leonardo Labs: an international network of Corporate R&D Laboratories dedicated to advanced research and technology innovation.

For 2020, we plan to open our first 6 Leonardo Laboratories in Italy in the area of Milan, Turin, Genoa, Rome, Naples and Taranto and to recruit 68 researchers (Leonardo Research Fellows).

We search for enthusiastic and bright young researchers having STEM degree and/or PhD, with skills in the following research areas: 36 positions in Artificial Intelligence and Autonomous Intelligent System, 15 in Big Data Analytics, 6 in High Performance Computing, 4 in Electrification of Aeronautical Platforms, 5 in Materials and Structures and 2 in Quantum Technologies.

Contracts duration is up to 5 years, renewable, with European standard salary.

The application form, the details of the job profiles and the mission of the 6 Leonardo Laboratories can be found in www.leonardocompany.com/LeonardoLabs-CallToRecruit. Candidates should submit the application form and the updated CV to the following email address: LeonardoLabs@Leonardocompany.com by July 31st, 2020.

Leonardo SpA has a gender policy in place: woman scientists are strongly encouraged to apply. We encourage candidates from around the world to apply.

For further info, contact us at LeonardoLabs@Leonardocompany.com